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We show the emergence of spontaneous synchronization between a pair of detuned quantum oscillators within
a harmonic network. Our model does not involve any nonlinearity, driving, or external dissipation, thus providing
the simplest scenario for the occurrence of local coherent dynamics in an extended harmonic system. A sufficient
condition for synchronization is established by building upon the Rayleigh normal mode approach to vibrational
systems. Our results show that mechanisms favoring synchronization, even between oscillators that are not
directly coupled to each other, are transient energy depletion and crosstalk. We also address the possible buildup
of quantum correlations during synchronization and show that indeed entanglement may be generated in detuned
systems, starting from uncorrelated states and without any direct coupling between the two oscillators.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Synchronization among dynamical systems is a widespread
phenomenon that has been widely studied in the classical
domain and, more recently, in the quantum regime [1–4].
Indeed, synchronization is a relevant phenomenon in several
contexts, including physical, biological, chemical, and social
systems, and it has also been generalized to a large variety
of dynamical regimes, from regular oscillations to chaotic
evolutions [5–9]. These investigations have extended the def-
inition of synchronization, showing that mutual or directional
coupling between inhomogeneous components is relevant for
its occurrence, as well as nonlinearity, dissipation, noise,
forcing, or time delay. Overall, synchronization emerges as
a paradigmatic phenomenon in complex systems [7].
The extension of the synchronization concept to the
quantum case is not straightforward, since dynamical trajec-
tories of the observables are not well defined and the very
quantum properties of the canonical variables prevent the exact
fulfillment of the classical conditions defining synchroniza-
tion [4,10]. In turn, the appearance of quantum synchronization
has been proved to be different from the appearance of
coherence (as entanglement) and a question arises on how,
whether, and when the two phenomena may coexist.
In this framework, the question about the necessary in-
gredients to observe spontaneous synchronization in simpler
dynamical models was less explored. While in a classical
setting, synchronization is mostly studied for nonlinear sys-
tems. In a recent work on the synchronization of quantum
fluctuations [2], it was shown that it can actually arise even
in linear models, solely due to dissipation, and it may persist
asymptotically for larger systems [3,11].
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In this work we introduce and discuss a minimal model for
the emergence of synchronization, in systems with no external
forcing, nonlinear effects, and dissipation. More specifically,
we consider an isolated linear network of coupled harmonic
oscillators and address the emergence of coherent dynamics,
i.e., synchronization, in the subsystem made of a pair of
nodes. In fact, harmonic networks, besides being fundamental
ingredients for modeling open quantum systems [12], are of
interest for a broad spectrum of topics ranging from consensus
problems [13] to trapped ions [14].
In general, harmonic network models of extended
environments, even in the weak-coupling limit, lead to a rather
complex dissipation mechanism for the embedded subsystems
[15–18], including several different spatial effects when
the system is multipartite [19,20]. Our physical model
involves a large isolated network of oscillators and within this
description, we analyze dissipation-induced synchronization.
In addition, we provide a sufficient condition for the
emergence of synchronization between detuned nodes in the
framework of the physics of vibrations and in the limit of
the Rayleigh approximation.
We also analyze the strong-coupling regime, where the
two nodes under investigation are strongly coupled to the
rest of the network. This is still a linear model amenable
to analytic solution. Clearly, if one excites only one normal
mode, some network nodes will oscillate synchronously, but
this in not the case under study here. We consider instead
a generic initial condition exciting the two probes. Here the
mechanisms governing the transport of energy as well as the
possible scenarios for the emergence of synchronization are
far to be trivial, being typically limited to temporal transients
and susceptible to variations in couplings, inhomogeneities,
and boundary effects. In particular, we present and discuss
two different routes to synchronization mediated by the
environment in a simple chain configuration. In addition, we
analyze in detail the possible buildup of quantum correlations
during synchronization, showing that entanglement may be
generated in our detuned systems starting from uncorrelated
states and without any direct coupling between the two
oscillators.
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Indeed, synchronization in itself is defined using classical
temporal averages also for quantum systems. However, all the
synchronization scenarios mentioned above are not specific to
classical systems, since they are not limited to first-order mo-
ments. In fact, quantum noise synchronization in the presence
of squeezing has already been reported [2,3], upon considering
local variances. We thus address the possible emergence of
quantum signatures and analyze the dynamics of quantum cor-
relations and the possible buildup of mutual information and
entanglement when starting from uncorrelated product states.
The possibility to generate quantum correlations through
bosonic baths has been already considered in the literature. In
particular, ion chains acting as reservoirs have recently been
shown to mediate entanglement between identical ions defects
when placed on one edge [21] and also at a distance [22],
while entanglement generation via a heat bath could not be
established between remote objects in Ref. [23]. Here we
take a further step, extending previous analysis to nonuniform
systems (being the system components detuned), allowing for
strong system-environment coupling [24], and establishing the
connections with coherent (synchronous) dynamics [2,4,25].
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we introduce
our model and establish notation. We also illustrate the
quantitative measure of synchronization used throughout the
paper and the Langevin equation governing the dynamics
of the pair of oscillators. In Sec. III we discuss a general
condition for synchronization and illustrate our results about
synchronization via weak dissipation or across the chain. In
Sec. IV we show the results obtained in the strong-coupling
regime and discuss synchronization by coupling to a common
chain mode or by crosstalk. Finally, in Sec. V we show
our results about the links between synchronization and the
buildup of quantum correlations for the oscillators coupled to
a common chain node or to the chain edges. Section VI closes
the paper with some concluding remarks.
II. DYNAMICAL MODEL
We consider a large network of M coupled harmonic
oscillators (HOs) of unit mass described by the Hamiltonian
( = 1)
HE =
M∑
j=1
1
2
(
P 2j + 20X2j
)+ M∑
j,k=1
Ajk(Xj − Xk)2.
In addition, we address a system of two detuned oscillators,
coupled to a pair of nodes of the network with strength K
and coupled between them with strength λ. The dynamics
of the overall system is governed by the Hamiltonian H =
HS + HE + HI , with
HS = 12
(
p21 + p22
)+ 1
2
(
ω21x
2
1 + ω22x22
)+ λ
2
(x1 − x2)2, (1)
HI = K(x1Xm + x2Xn), (2)
where n,m ∈ [1,M] are the positions within the network,
where the two detuned oscillators are plugged. The canonical
operators for the oscillators in the chain are denoted by capital
letters [Xj,Pk] = iδjk , [Xj,Xk] = 0, and [Pj ,Pk] = 0, j,k =
1,M , whereas [xj ,pk] = iδjk , [xj ,xk] = 0, and [pj ,pk] = 0,
j,k = 1,2, are the operators for the two detuned oscillators (at
frequencies ωj , j = 1,2). The (common) natural frequency of
the oscillators in the network is denoted by 0 and the matrix
Ajk contains information about their couplings.
In the limit of M → ∞ and decoupled oscillators, i.e.,
λ = 0, this is a well-known framework for open quantum
systems [12] and can be used to microscopically derive gen-
eralized Langevin equations for the reduced system dynam-
ics [26]. In this framework, one considers a set of independent
degrees of freedom in the environment, the environmental
normal modes Qn, and assumes a certain spectral density,
encoding the form of the coupling between system and
environment as well as the spectral distribution of the latter.
However, one can go beyond phenomenological assumptions
and derive the spectral density associated with more complex
configurations of coupled HOs, constituting different kinds
of finite networks [15–17,27]. The case of a homogeneous
chain, i.e., Ajk = gδ|j−k|,1, is particularly interesting because
it allows one to (i) reproduce an Ohmic dissipation [27] and
(ii) have a clear picture of the transport dynamics. On the
other hand, increasing the environment complexity allows
one to engineer arbitrarily complex spectral densities, as in
Refs. [15–17], exhibiting non-Markovian effects [18,28].
A. Synchronization
Mutual synchronization arises when, in spite of its detuning,
the pair of oscillators starts to oscillate coherently, at a com-
mon frequency. A quantitative estimation of synchronization
comes from a Pearson correlation among two time-dependent
functions f and g, namely,
Cf,g(t,t) = δf δg/
√
δf 2δg2, (3)
where the bar stands for a time average
f =
∫ t+t
t
dt ′f (t ′)
within a time window t and δf = f − f . This is an in-
dicator measuring the presence of dynamical synchronization
between either classical trajectories [7] or quantum systems [2]
characterized by average positions, variances, and possibly
higher-order moments. Other indicators of synchronization
consider different forms of correlations between the nodes
as in Refs. [4,25].
As recently reported [2,3], a system of two (or more) HOs
weakly dissipating into an infinitely large thermal bath (M →
∞) displays synchronous dynamics when one normal mode
is more protected against dissipation than the other(s) [20].
In other words, synchronization emerges when all modes but
one are largely damped and the dynamics is then governed
by the eigenfrequency of the most robust mode [3,11]. The
general condition derived for synchronization in the presence
of a weakly coupled and infinite bath is indeed the presence of
a gap between the damping rate of the two least damped modes
of the system [3]. For a finite environment and beyond weak
coupling, the scenario is more complex but richer and our first
step is to identify a similar mechanism for the emergence of
synchronization (see Sec. III).
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B. Dynamics
The dynamics of the subsystem of detuned oscillators,
from now on referred to as the system, is governed by a
pair of integro-differential equations. First- and second-order
moments of the operators (xj ,pj ), j = 1,2, are sufficient
to fully characterize Gaussian states and their dynamics.
We thus start by considering the average positions of the
system oscillators 〈x1,2(t)〉, whose dynamics is governed
by generalized quantum Langevin equations [12,26]. These
integro-differential equations depend on the structure and state
of the overall network and for the normal modes q1,2 of the
system they read (see Appendix A)
〈q¨1(t)〉 +
∫ t
0
dt ′[γ1(t − t ′)〈q˙1(t ′)〉 + η(t − t ′)〈q˙2(t ′)〉]
+	21〈q1(t)〉 − γ1(0)〈q1(t)〉 − η(0)〈q2(t)〉 = 0.
Analogously, an equivalent equation is found for 〈q2〉 by
replacing 1 ↔ 2. Here the network features are encoded in
the time-dependent coefficients γs (s = 1,2) and η, while 	1,2
are HS eigenfrequencies and we assume 〈q1,2(0)〉 = 0 as initial
conditions.
We emphasize that the system normal modes q1,2 diag-
onalize HS but they remain dynamically coupled through
damping, due to the interaction with the environment. In fact,
the damping kernel contains different components. The first
one is given by
γs(t − t ′) =
M∑
j=1
c2s (j )
2j
cos[j (t − t ′)]
(t − t ′), (4)
with s = 1,2, and governs the local damping at each node as
well as the possible feedback from the boundaries of the finite
chain. The second terms reads
η(t − t ′) =
M∑
j=1
c1(j )c2(j )
2j
cos[j (t − t ′)]
(t − t ′) (5)
and introduces cross effects in the friction, through the
transmission of signals among the system components along
the chain. For this reason the η coefficient is symmetric. The
mathematical expressions for the cs(j ) and j coefficients are
given in Appendix A. The initial state for the network is the
fundamental one (T = 0), being the initial energy excitation
localized in the system oscillators only.
III. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION
FOR SYNCHRONIZATION
The time nonlocal dissipation term in Eq. (4) may be
approximated by a time local one, i.e., constant damping, only
in specific situations [26,29]. This is usually the case when the
system is weakly coupled to the rest of the network though,
strictly speaking, each configuration of the network should be
studied in detail to understand whether and when a time local
description is appropriate, at least during a transient time. If
these conditions are fulfilled, the dynamics of the system is
described by a set of coupled differential equations of the
form
〈x¨〉 + G〈x˙〉 + A〈x〉 = 0, (6)
where x = x1,x2 and A and G are time-independent ma-
trices. An interesting question, addressed earlier by Lord
Rayleigh [30] in the context of the vibration of struc-
tures [30,31], is whether normal modes may be individuated in
spite of the presence of dissipation. The undamped dynamics
follows from a superposition of normal modes obtained by
diagonalizing the stiffness matrix G and the coupling one
A in Eq. (6), but the specific form of damping undermines
this description because, in general, A and G cannot be
simultaneously diagonalized.
As a matter of fact [30,32], classical normal modes [33] are
present if the matricesA andG commute. This leads to a simple
description for the independently damped normal modes
of the free dynamics (q = (q1,q2)). Small deviations from
the condition [G,A] = 0 justify Rayleigh’s approximation of
neglecting the nondiagonal components of G in the basis of q.
This corresponds to the so-called reduction method [30] of dis-
regarding off-diagonal terms of G′ = M−1GM , where M =
({q1},{q2}) diagonalizes A (A′ = M−1AM), which is useful
when dissipation is small. The approximation is equivalent to
neglecting the small cross damping among natural vibrations
and of course the validity of this approach depends on the
relative size when comparing with self-dampings. An example
is shown in Ref. [34] and is based on a secular approximation.
The model described in Eq. (6), simplified under Rayleigh’s
approximation, allows for a necessary and sufficient condition
for synchronization: A pair of detuned oscillators embedded
in a network will synchronize if there exists a gap between
the normal mode damping rates G′11 and G′22. This condition
is general for dissipation in infinite baths [3], while for
finite systems it is limited to the transient where the average
dynamics of the pair of oscillators can be approximated by
Eq. (6). Significant buildup of synchronization requires the
least damped mode to be suppressed and this phenomenon
should occur in a time scale of the order of the inverse of the
larger damping
τ−1S ∼ max(|G′11|,|G′22|). (7)
In the following section we consider a finite chain configura-
tion and provide an example of the application of the above
condition.
A. Synchronization via weak dissipation
Let us now consider a network made of a chain of M
oscillators homogeneous in frequency and couplings. The
Hamiltonian is given by
HE =
M∑
j=0
p2j
2
+ 1
2
20X
2
j +
g
2
(Xj − Xj+1)2.
The network acts as an environment for a system made of two
oscillators attached at one edge of the chain. The interaction
Hamiltonian reads
HI = K(x1 + x2)X1. (8)
In this configuration only x+ = x1 + x2 is directly coupled
to the chain and x± diagonalize the damping term, while the
system Hamiltonian HS is diagonal in q1,2.
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FIG. 1. Synchronization measure C(t) and dynamics for
ω2/ω1 = 1.1, λ = 0.5ω21, and x1(0) = 0.14ω−1/21 . The other param-
eters are x2(0) = 1.4ω1−1/2, M = 300, 0 = 0.4ω1, g = 1.2ω21, and
K = 0.2ω21. In the lower panel the black line denotes the function
〈q1(t)〉 and the red one is for 〈q2(t)〉. Here 〈q1,2〉 are in units of ω−1/21
and time is in units of ω−11 .
In the limit of an infinitely large chain and vanishing local
potential (0 
 0) the environment acts as an Ohmic bath and
the ratio between the damping rates is
G′11/G
′
22 

1 + sin 2θ
1 − sin 2θ , (9)
where the parameter θ depends upon the detuning and the
coupling λ (see Appendix A). The sufficient condition for
transient synchronization is the presence of a gap between
the normal modes damping, as it happens for small detuning,
i.e., |ω1 − ω2|2/λ < 1 in the case of Fig. 1, where sin 2θ 
 1.
The synchronization measure C in this case shows that perfect
antisynchronization is present up to the revival time τR ∼
2M/ω1. If the coupling of one of the oscillators to the chain
switches from attractive to repulsive, Kx2X1 → −Kx2X1 in
Eq. (8), then the quantity x− = x1 − x2 couples to the chain
and synchronization instead of antisynchronization arises.
As a matter of fact, during the initial transient time
finite-size effects can be neglected and the energy of the two
system’s oscillators flows into the environmental chain [35],
leading to an effective dissipation into a common bath [2,3].
Therefore, the neat buildup of antisynchronization of Fig. 1 is
consistent with the predicted phenomenon of Ref. [2], where
an infinite bath was considered. Boundary effects cause a
departure from the Ohmic dissipation [constant damping in
Eq. (4)], leading to revivals. Figure 1 shows that reflection
from the boundary at t = τR actually deteriorates the coherent
dynamics between the pair of HOs and similar results are
found when there are defects in the chain causing feedback
effects at shorter times. This is accompanied by a regrowth in
the oscillation amplitude of the damped mode q1. The loss of
antisynchronization is indeed due to a common forcing toward
synchronization due to the feedback signal reflected at the
edge of the chain. At later times (t > τR), after a competition
transient, antisynchronization is restored under the effect of
dissipation, as shown in Fig. 1, lasting until feedback effects
arise again at t ∼ 2τR .
B. Synchronization across the chain
A natural question is what happens when moving the
second oscillator through the chain with system-environment
interaction
HI = Kx1X1 + Kx2Xm, m ∈ [1,M]. (10)
The dependence of dissipation on the distance m in the
weak-coupling regime has been described elsewhere [20] for
an infinite environment and a periodic transition between dis-
sipation in common and separate baths has been predicted. The
case under study differs due to finite-size effects: Reflections
from the boundaries and crosstalk between the oscillators and
feedback signals lead to a dynamics that strongly depends on
the plugging distance m and perfect synchronization may arise
or not just by moving the system components from one site
to the neighboring one. Still, this sensitivity to the plugging
position is absent during a transient when 0  m  N , i.e.,
second oscillator far from the first one and from the edge of
the chain. More details are given in Appendix B.
IV. SYNCHRONIZATION IN THE
STRONG-COUPLING REGIME
The mechanism of synchronization by dissipation is
enabled by the presence of coupling between the system
oscillators (i.e.,λ = 0) and it is consistent with results obtained
for infinite environments [2,3]. An interesting question is the
possibility to synchronize detuned oscillators in the absence of
a direct coupling between them, i.e., λ = 0, solely due to the
mediating effect of the rest of the network. This was actually
shown to be possible for spins in Ref. [36], but it does not
occur for weakly coupled harmonic oscillators. Indeed, for
the oscillator pair attached to a common node, the dissipation
mechanism described above does not produce synchronization
in the weak-coupling regime. Inspection of the master equation
in [2] shows that, even for long chains (large τR), the effective
coupling induced by the bath (Lamb shift) is actually too
small to lead to significant synchronization before the system
thermalizes. On the other hand, a full system-bath model
allows one to address less explored strong dissipation regimes,
enabling dynamical scenarios for synchronization that are not
present for weak coupling.
A. Coupling to a common chain node
We now consider a configuration where the system is
attached to one edge of the environment chain, as in Eq. (8),
but now the two oscillators are uncoupled, λ = 0. We allow
for a frequency detuning ω1 = ω2, implying that x± are not
the eigenmodes of HS . Up to the revival time τR , the system
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FIG. 2. Shown in the top plot is the synchronization measure
C(t) as a function of time for two different values of the coupling
K = 0.1 (solid black) and 0.8 (dotted red), in units of ω21. The other
parameters are fixed: ω2/ω1 = 1.1, λ = 0, M = 300, 0 = 0.4ω1,
and g = 1.2ω21. In the inset we show a schematic representation of
the considered configuration. The bottom plot shows the dynamics
of the two oscillators plugged into the first node of the chain, with
K = 0.1 (left) and K = 0.8 (right), in units of ω21. Here 〈x1,2〉 are in
units of ω−1/21 and time in units of ω−11 .
oscillators will dissipate into the common environment and no
synchronization is possible for weak coupling, i.e., K  ω2i .
Underdamped detuned oscillations characterize the dynamics
at all times and the system components x1 and x2 remain
incoherent.
This is not the case when K  ω2i . We first notice that
this rather large dissipation does not completely deplete the
system energy. Indeed, after a fast transient oscillatory decay,
the system achieves a steady regime of rather large oscillations
with constant amplitude that last up to the revival time. For
the choice of parameters of Fig. 2, τR 
 600/ω1. In this
regime, oscillations are coherent at a frequency smaller than
the system frequencies (0.4 < ω1,2 in Fig. 2, bottom right)
and perfect synchronization emerges. After the transmission
of the initial pulse, originated at the edge of the chain, the
stiff coupling (K = 0.8ω21 in Fig. 2) to the environment leads
to a steady state in which the system vibrates at the lowest
frequency of the chain 0 = 0.4ω1. For decreasing coupling
the system depletion of energy continues until complete
damping, whereas for weaker coupling (e.g., K = 0.1ω21) the
system shows underdamped oscillation at the detuned (Lamb
shifted) natural detuned frequencies, so no synchronization
is established. This scenario of synchronization occurs for
uncoupled probes stiffly attached to one node of a network
until signal reflections (depending on the network topology)
drive the system away from coherent oscillation, as shown here
at the revival time.
B. Synchronization by crosstalk
The phenomena described in Secs. III A and IV A show
how boundary effects are often detrimental for synchro-
nization. A different dynamics, however, may take place if
the two oscillators are allowed to exchange their energy
across the system. To illustrate this effect we consider a
configuration where the oscillators do not interact directly,
i.e., λ = 0, and are plugged at the opposite edges of a chain
(see Fig. 3). During an initial transient, even if the probes
are attached to the same environment (the chain), there are
no decoherence-free subspaces [20]: The probes actually
experience independent dissipation, the η kernel vanishes, and
x+ and x− are coupled to orthogonal modes of the chain.
During this transient the system oscillators lose energy and
do not synchronize, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). This
is consistent with previous studies with infinite and separate
environments [2].
In the weak-coupling regime, the undamped oscillators
start to experience the effect of each other after the time
interval needed for signal propagation through the system,
but their dynamics still remain incoherent. On the other hand,
for stronger dissipation K  ω21,2 a sudden rise of the system
oscillations appears at the crosstalk time τCT = τR/2 and
perfect synchronization emerges. This behavior is illustrated
in Fig. 3, in the central regions of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). For
t > τR each oscillator starts to receive its own feedback and
synchronization is lost again, since it is driven back to its
natural frequency.
The mechanism of synchronization found in this regime
consists of a reciprocal driving force of the two-system HOs
after their local damping: At τCT they have lost their initial
energy due to their dissipation into the cold chain (K = 0.2ω21
in Fig. 3) and in the crosstalk time window τCT < t < τR they
receive a signal from the opposite (detuned) system oscillator.
A driving at the frequency of the opposite oscillator, being
detuned, would not cause any synchronization, but actually
the exchanged signals are not at a single frequency, having a
broad bandwidth due to the transmission through the chain.
We find that, within the crosstalk time window, the oscillator
1 is driven by a signal containing both the main frequency
component ω′2 [37] and the resonant one ω′1 (present in the
broad signal transmitted through the chain), leading to the
beating signal observed in Fig. 3(c). A similar scenario occurs
for the other oscillator 2, now with the strongest and resonant
frequency component exchanged. Therefore, the oscillators
placed at the edges, during crosstalk time, experience a driving
force at a signal with the two detuned frequencies, leading
to the characteristic beating signal of Fig. 3 and to perfect
synchronization.
This mechanism of synchronization for crosstalk is based
on a reciprocal effect between the system components and
is robust when breaking the symmetry in the initial con-
ditions, even though in this case delayed synchronization
arises. Indeed, for nonidentical initial states {x1(0),p1(0)}
and {x2(0),p2(0)}, the respective signals experience a relative
phase delay. Time delay can be taken into account by consider-
ing the delayed signals 〈x1(t)〉 and 〈x2(t + t)〉 inC. Since this
synchronization scenario is very sensitive to the initial condi-
tions, both antisynchronization and synchronization may arise.
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FIG. 3. (a) Dynamics, (b) synchronization measure C(t), and (c)
enlarged view of the dynamics for two uncoupled oscillators (λ = 0),
with detuning δω/ω1 = 0.1 coupled to the extremities of the oscillator
chain with coupling constant K = 0.2ω21 and M = 300, 0 = 0.4ω1,
and g = 1.2ω21. The inset in (a) shows a schematic representation
of the configuration under analysis. (b) Synchronization measure for
two different initial conditions: symmetric x1(0) = x2(0) = 1.4ω−1/21
and p1(0) = p2(0) = 0 (solid black line) and asymmetric x1(0) =
x2(0) = 2ω−1/21 and p1(0) = 0, = p2(0) = 10
√
ω1 (dashed red line).
(c) Dynamics of the two oscillators 〈x1(t)〉 (solid black line) and
〈x2(t)〉 (dashed red line) for a time window where synchronization
appears. The background colors in (a) and (b) are inserted as a guide
for the eye to mark the three regions of independent dissipation (pink),
crosstalk (blue), and revival (light blue). Here 〈x1,2〉 are in units of
ω
−1/2
1 and time is in units of ω−11 .
V. SYNCHRONIZATION AND QUANTUM CORRELATIONS
An interesting question to answer is whether the emergence
of synchronization is accompanied by an increase in the
quantum or classical correlations in the system and if the
mechanism of synchronization by dissipation (Sec. III A) may
be evidence for the appearance of robust quantum correlations
and entanglement between the oscillators pair. As reported
in [2], starting from an entangled state weakly dissipating into
the environment, decoherence and deterioration of quantum
correlations will be reduced in the presence of synchronization.
This mechanism has been analyzed also for three oscilla-
tors [11] and in networks [3].
Here we consider instead the possibility to create correla-
tions and entanglement starting from product states of the sys-
tem oscillators and in relation to quantum synchronization. To
this purpose we consider uncoupled system oscillators starting
from an uncorrelated (product) state with local squeezing. For
identical oscillators ω1 = ω2, entanglement mediated by the
reservoir chain and its dynamical (sudden-death and revival)
features have been predicted in Refs. [21,22,38] in symmetric
models. The possibility to entangle two oscillators due to
strong dissipation in a common bath was addressed in [24],
while in [3] the case of a dissipative network was treated.
The issue we are interested in here is the possibility to create
entanglement due to the coherent energy transmission across
the environment between detuned oscillators and in relation
to spontaneous synchronization. The cases of interest are for
system coupling mediated by the chain (λ = 0). We monitor
the system entanglement given by the logarithmic negativity
E = max(0, − ln ν), with ν the smallest symplectic eigenvalue
of the partially transposed density matrix [39]. Further,
we consider the mutual information M = SA + SB − SAB ,
with Si the von Neumann entropy of the reduced system
i = 1,2 and SAB the total entropy. Actually, the latter has
also been suggested to be an order parameter for quantum
synchronization [25].
A. Coupling to a common chain node
For a system plugged at the same point of a chain we
have seen that two otherwise uncoupled oscillators (λ = 0) can
synchronize in the strong-coupling regime due to the mediating
effect of the environment (see Sec. IV A). We find that this
synchronization scenario is also present for system oscillators
in vacuum squeezed states. In this case synchronization arises
between the second-order moments, as shown in Fig. 4. As
for the case of average positions, fluctuations synchronization
is allowed by the strong dissipation [Fig. 4(a)] and it later
(at τR) deteriorates due to feedback effects. Initially, both
mutual information and entanglement are established between
the decoupled and initially uncorrelated system oscillators, as
expected, due to their strong coupling mediated by the chain
and the initial local squeezing [Fig. 4(b)]. After a transient
oscillatory decay E and M both reach a steady nonvanishing
value, consistently with predictions in Ref. [24]. Here also
synchronization appears, as shown in Fig. 4(c), and actually
witnesses entanglement.
This microscopic model shows that strong coupling to a
common environment allows one to synchronize and entangle
uncoupled detuned oscillators whose interaction is mediated
by the environment. This would persist for an infinite bath,
while feedback effects in a finite model case hinder synchro-
nization [see Fig. 4(c) for t > τR]. Further, we notice that the
increase of mutual information at τR does not always reflect
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FIG. 4. Shown from top to bottom are quadratures, mutual
information and entanglement, and the synchronization factor,
starting from a separable squeezed state with squeezing parameters
r1 = r2 = 2, frequencies ω2/ω1 = 1.2, and coupling λ = 0. The two
oscillators are strongly coupled to the reservoir K = 0.8ω21 and the
bath parameters are the same as in previous figures. Here 〈x21,2〉 are
in units of ω−11 and time is in units of ω−11 .
dynamical synchronization that, at the contrary, can decay
(C 
 0 for 650 < ω1t < 700). The fact that two uncoupled
oscillators, interacting with a chain, evolve into a synchronized
and entangled state is a distinctive effect of strong coupling,
which is not present for weak coupling.
B. Coupling to the chain edges
We now consider the case in which the oscillators are far
apart, at the opposite edges of the chain as in Sec. IV B. Is
it possible to synchronize their quantum fluctuations and en-
tangle them due to the crosstalk? We consider again squeezed
vacuum states, observing that the system probes at the opposite
edges of the chain evolve toward a quantum synchronized state
in its fluctuations, with a buildup of correlations during the
crosstalk time, as shown by their mutual information rising
from vanishing to finite values (Fig. 5). Nevertheless, for
reasonable values of the initial squeezing, entanglement is
never created, independently of the initial squeezing strength.
For distant probes, therefore, synchronization may emerge
when in a crosstalk regime where they exchange energy, but
this does not lead to entanglement.
FIG. 5. Show from top to bottom are the position variances,
mutual information and entanglement, and synchronization factor,
starting from a separable squeezed state with squeezing parameters
r1 = r2 = 2, frequencies ω2/ω1 = 1.2, and coupling λ = 0. The
coupling to the reservoir is K = 0.2ω21 and the bath parameters are
the same as in previous figures. Here 〈x21,2〉 are in units of ω−11 and
time is in units of ω−11 .
VI. CONCLUSION
We have addressed synchronization of two quantum oscil-
lators within a finite linear system and analyzed in detail the
possible mechanisms leading to a coherent dynamics of the
(detuned) system components. In addition, we have analyzed
in detail the connections of synchronization with the buildup
of entanglement, starting from uncorrelated states and without
any direct coupling between the two oscillators.
Our microscopic description has allowed us to go beyond
the weak dissipation limit, showing that in the strong-coupling
regime synchronization mechanisms appears among uncou-
pled oscillators, leading to coherent dynamics enabled by
the environment. Furthermore, crosstalk effects may have a
constructive role, inducing synchronization mediated by signal
transmission. More in general, a condition for spontaneous
synchronization of linear oscillators has been discussed in the
context of the Rayleigh model for vibrations physics.
As a matter of fact, synchronization is important in different
contexts but is not always desirable. For quantum networks [3],
quantum synchronization witnesses the presence of quantum
correlations, which are more robust against dissipation, and
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even the appearance of noiseless subsystems. On the other
hand, in the context of the physics of vibrations, the fact
that some vibration modes are damped out very slowly may
compromise the stability of complex structures [31].
Our results pave the way for the analysis of local synchro-
nization mechanisms for small clusters within a larger network
and for applications of interest for quantum technology and
metrology, e.g., the use of spontaneous synchronization to
witness quantum correlations or the synchronization of clocks
by coherent coupling.
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APPENDIX A: HAMILTONIAN NORMAL MODES
AND THE LANGEVIN EQUATION
Let us consider a system of two quantum harmonic oscil-
lators, characterized by frequencies ω1 and ω2 and coupling
strength λ between them. The oscillators are plugged with
strength K into a homogeneous chain of quantum HOs at
frequency 0 and chain stiffness g. We now introduce the
notation used to describe the system and environment normal
modes (NMs)
HS = p˜1
2
2
+ p˜2
2
2
+ 1
2
	2−q
2
1 +
1
2
	2+q
2
2 , (A1)
HE =
M∑
j=1
[
˜P 2j
2
+ 1
2
2jQ
2
j
]
, (A2)
HI = q1
M∑
j=1
c1(j )Qj + q2
M∑
j=1
c2(j )Qj, (A3)
where the position normal mode operators are denoted by q1,2
for the system and Qj for the environment and are computed
as
q1 = cos(θ )x1 + sin(θ )x2, (A4)
q2 = − sin(θ )x1 + cos(θ )x2, (A5)
Xj =
√
2
M + 1
M∑
k=0
sin
(
πkj
M + 1
)
Qk, (A6)
where the quantity θ is defined by the relation
tan(2θ ) = 2λ
ω22 − ω21
.
The eigenfrequencies and the coupling coefficients are given
by
	2s = λ +
ω21 + ω22
2
+ (−1)
s
2
√
4λ2 + (ω21 − ω22)2, (A7)
2j = 20 + 4g sin2
(
πj
2(M + 1)
)
, (A8)
c1(j ) =
√
2K2
M + 1
×
[
cos θ sin
(
πjm
M + 1
)
+ sin θ sin
(
πjn
M + 1
)]
,
(A9)
c2(j ) =
√
2K2
M + 1
×
[
cos θ sin
(
πjn
M + 1
)
− sin θ sin
(
πjm
M + 1
)]
.
(A10)
The dynamics of the system is described by generalized
quantum Langevin equations (GQLEs) for operators q1(t) and
q2(t), obtained by starting from the set of Heisenberg equations
for system and environment operators {q1(2),p˜1(2),Qj , ˜Pj }. The
GQLEs are integro-differential equations that describe the
dynamics of the NM operators as a function of the environment
parameters and coupling constants
q¨1(t) +
[
	21 − γ1(0)
]
q1(t)
+
∫ t
0
dt ′[γ1(t − t ′)q˙1(t ′) + η(t − t ′)q˙2(t ′)]
= −ξ1(t) − γ1(t)q1(0) − η(t)q2(0) + η(0)q2(t) (A11)
and an equivalent expression is found for operator q2 by
replacing 1 ↔ 2. The kernels γ and η are expressed as
γs(t − t ′) =
M∑
j=1
c2s (j )
2j
cos[j (t − t ′)]
(t − t ′), (A12)
η(t − t ′) =
M∑
j=1
c1(j )c2(j )
2j
cos[j (t − t ′)]
(t − t ′), (A13)
where s = 1,2 and the external force operator ξ1(2)(t) depends
upon the environment initial conditions
ξs(t) =
∑
j
cs(j )
(
Qj (0) cos(j t) + Pj (0)
j
sin(j t)
)
(A14)
and gives a zero contribution when averaged over the vacuum
state of the environment.
APPENDIX B: SYNCHRONIZATION ACROSS
THE CHAIN: CASE 0 m  N
When moving the second oscillator through the chain but
far from the edges, i.e., 0  m  N , there is an initial time
transient in which the oscillators do not synchronize and
this behavior is independent of the position m, as shown in
Fig. 6. This occurs only before crosstalk and feedback from
the boundaries take place and actually corresponds to a good
approximation of independent dissipation of the two detuned
systems. In particular, if the coupling is weak and time is
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FIG. 6. Density plot of the synchronization measure C(t) for a
300-site chain as a function of the plugging site m and the time
t . The parameters are set as ω2/ω1 = 1.1, λ = 0.5ω21, K = 0.06ω21,
0 = 0.4ω1, and g = 1.2ω21.
long enough to have only the resonant system-bath interaction
surviving, then one expects that the chain normal modes Qk±
that are resonant with the system eigenfrequencies dominate
the dynamics (k− resonates with the system normal mode q1
and k+ with q2), leading to an effective interaction
HI = K
√
2
M + 1[c1q1Qk− + c2q2Qk+], (B1)
with
c1 =
[
cos θ sin
(
πk−
M + 1
)
+ sin θ sin
(
πk−m
M + 1
)]
, (B2)
c2 =
[
cos θ sin
(
πk+m
M + 1
)
− sin θ sin
(
πk+
M + 1
)]
. (B3)
Nevertheless, such an effective resonant interaction is estab-
lished after long times, while during the transient analyzed
here there are bands of normal modes that are exchanging
energy with the system. The average effect of several such
modes of the chain leads to c1 ∼ cos θ sin( πk−M+1 ) and c2 ∼
sin θ sin( πk+
M+1 ), so the system normal modes decay at some rate
independently of their distance m, as shown in the triangular
region in Fig. 6. The spatiotemporal synchronization diagram
shown in Fig. 6 clearly displays the effects of crosstalk
and reflections from the boundaries, leading to a strong and
nonmonotonic dependence on m and often to synchronization
for larger times.
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